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For a configuration S of n points in IE2, H. Edelsbrunner (personal 
communication) has asked for bounds on the maximum number of subsets of size k 
cut off by a line. By generalizing to a combinatorial problem, we show that for 
2k < n the number of such sets of size at most k is at most 2nk - 2kZ - k. By 
duality, the same bound applies to the number of cells at distance at most k from a 
base cell in the cell complex determined by an arrangement of n lines in ip’. 
For S a finite subset of 1E2 we call the intersection of S with a half-plane a 
semispace of S. A semispace of S of cardinality k is called a k-set of S. We 
let&(S) be the number of k-sets of S and 
In other words, fk,n is the smallest number such that every set of n points in 
[E2 has at most fk,n k-sets. Edelsbrunner [2] has asked for bounds on f,,, 
(with k < n/2). He has conjectured that f,,, = O(n log n), and he reports that 
B. Griinbaum conjectures that fk,n = O(nc) for some c between 1 and i. 
Zaslavsky [ 71 has conjectured that f,,, = O(n). In this note we do not bound 
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fk n, but rather gk n, the maximum number of subsets of size at most k of a 
planar set of size i. More precisely, let 
gkcS) = c A@) and gk,, = 
l<i<k 
,;a_“n gk@). 
Our result is 
THEOREM 1. For 2k < n, g,., < 2nk - 2k’ - k. 
Since it is clear that a sufficiently small perturbation of the points of S 
will not decrease gk(S) (or fk(S) for that matter), we may restrict our 
attention to simple configurations S, namely, those which have neither 
collinear triples nor parallel connecting lines. 
Rather than prove Theorem 1 directly, we shall first generalize to a 
combinatorial problem. We associate with each configuration S a sequence 
of permutations in the following way (see [3] for examples and diagrams). 
Choose a directed line L which is not orthogonal to any direction determined 
by two points of S and project the points of S orthogonally onto L. Label 
the points of S “1, 2,..., n” so that their projections fall in increasing order on 
L. Now allow L to rotate counterclockwise. Whenever L passes through a 
direction orthogonal to the line determined by points i and j, the order of the 
points falling on L changes by having the indices i and j interchange. When 
L has rotated through 180 degrees the points fall on L in the reverse order: 
n, n - l,..., 1. In this way we obtain a sequence of permutations 
P(S) = P, ) P, )...) PN (N=(;)++ 
where 
(1) P, = 1, 2,..., n and P, = n, n - l,..., 1; 
(2) Pk,.l differs from P, by the interchange of two adjacent indices i 
and j, i (j. (In P, they occur in the order ij while in P,, 1 they are in the 
order ji.) Note that a k-set of S is either an initial or terminal k-segment of at 
least one permutation of P(S). In fact for 2k < ~1, the numberf,(S) of k-sets 
is precisely the number of switches in position k (i.e., between the kth and 
k + 1 st indices) plus the number in position n - k, since each such switch 
creates precisely one new k-set. 
We call any sequence P which satisfies (1) and (2) an n-sequence, and 
define F,(P) to be the number of switches in P occurring in position k or in 
position n - k. We define Fk,n, G,(P), and G,,, accordingly. Namely, for an 
n-sequence P and for 2k < n, 
Fk,, = m,“X F,(p), G,(P) = c F,.(P), 
l<j<k 
and G,,, = m;x G,(P). 
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Even though every n-set S gives rise to an n-sequence P, there are n- 
sequences which are not associated with any n-set [3]. Hence the following 
purely combinatorial result, which implies Theorem 1, is more general. 
THEOREM 2. For 2k c n, G,,, < 2nk - 2k2 - k. 
Theorem 2 is immediate from the following two observations: 
(1) Gk,2,c+, = ('":'I since all ( 2k:1 ) switches are being counted; 
(2) G k,f+, < Gk,t + 2k if 2k < t, since when we extend a t-sequence to 
a t + l-sequence the index t + 1 makes exactly 2k switches in positions 1 to 
k and t $ 1 - k to t. Hence, by induction, 
+ 2k(n - 2k - 1) = 2kn - 2k2 - k. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. A slight modification of the argument above can be used to 
show that for all k < n (in particular even if k = n/2), 
g,,, < 2nk - k2 - k. 
Remark 2. An n-sequence can also be associated [4] with any simple 
arrangement of lines in the plane (no three of the lines are concurrent and no 
vertical line passes through two intersections) by noting the order of the lines 
from top to bottom at successive positions from left to right (see [5] for 
sequences of permutations associated to arbitrary arrangements of lines and 
pseudolines). For a given arrangement A and the associated sequence P, it is 
not difficult to see [5] that F,(P) counts the number of cells at distance k 
from the vertically infinite cells (at the top or bottom). Edelman [l] and 
Purdy [6] have studied the lattice of cells in an arrangement of n lines in the 
projective plane, as well as the corresponding lattice in higher dimensions. 
Theorem 2 shows that in the planar case the number of ceils at distance at 
most k from a given cell in this lattice is, for 2k < n, at most 2nk - 2k2 - k. 
Remark 3. We have been informed by P. Frank1 that J. Path has proven 
g,., < 2kn by purely geometric methods. 
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